
The world’s most advanced 

4G telemaics camera

RoadHawk 600

A 4G modem, combined with advanced video 

compression, ofers the fastest available 
download speed and ensures you can see 

important events as soon as they happen. 

4G Connecivity

The RoadHawk 600 comes with one forward-
facing camera and can be ited with an 
addiional lens if required. Each camera can 
be pivoted to any posiion or can be detached 
and placed in any posiion. A combinaion of 
driver perspecive and in-cab views is ideal for 
validaing insurance claims, driver coaching and 
ensuring passenger safety.

2x Opional Cameras

The integrated lightbar uses visual in-cab 
feedback to promote safer, more eicient 
driving. By equipping the driver with a tool 
for coninuous and real-ime driver behaviour 
improvements, accident rates can be reduced 

and fuel costs slashed. 

Integrated EcoN Lightbar

Predict breakdowns before they happen 
and reduce the ime and cost of idenifying 
maintenance issues with RoadHawk 600’s 

vehicle health updates. The device’s connected 

car capabiliies also provide accurate fuel levels, 
real MPG alongside service and insurance 
renewal reminders.

Connected CareTM

The groundbreaking RoadHawk 600 from Trakm8 is the irst 4G camera combined with 
fully-featured telemaics.  This compact device features a choice of single or dual cameras 
with detachable heads. It automaically provides harsh event videos plus live streaming, 
videos on demand and video and sill pictures on event. In addiion, it provides the 
telemaics funcionality of our most advanced tracking devices, including driver 
behaviour, CANbus integraion, driver ID and our Connected CareTM vehicle diagnosics.

There’s no need for the cost of installing a separate camera and a telemaics unit. The RoadHawk 
600 provides our leading-edge camera technology combined with all of the funcionality of our most 
sophisicated tracking units in a single compact device.

Fully-Featured Telemaics
The RoadHawk 600 provides all the capabiliies 
of a fully featured tracking unit. It can integrate 
with your vehicle to provide the informaion 
that you need to manage you leet and reduce 
operaional costs including fuel usage, driver 
behaviour and CANbus. In fact it has all the 
funcionality you’d expect to ind in our class-
leading range of telemaics devices.
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Create geo-fences around points of interest such as 
depots, collecion points, and service staions and 
monitor vehicle’s entry and exit imes. The device can 
be conigured to capture live footage or a sill image on 
entry or exit of a predeined zone, providing detailed 
ime-on-site reports and acing as a security measure for 
out-of-hours use.

Points of Interest

Our advanced video compression system means that 

you’re not limited to just a couple of video transmissions 
a week like most live cameras on the market. Our basic 

tarif allows up to 250 videos, 125 sill images and 10 
minutes of live streaming each month.

No Data Restricion

Create bespoke alerts and reports on muli-dimensional 
metrics. The device can be conigured to record video 

in certain eventualiies by creaing rules, for example a 
picture of the driver at the start of every journey.

SWIFT REPORTS

Review forward and rear-facing camera footage at the same 
ime, giving leet managers a holisic view of events.

Picture in Picture view*

Automaically capture and report crash events. Trakm8 is 
also able to push the data to third paries such as insurers 

or police to minimise stress, improve downime and 
minimise business impact.

Automated FNOL Events

The system automaically sends footage of harsh events, 
and other incidents are available at the touch of a buton. 

Download and review any pictures and video footage  
for evidence in insurance claims and improve driving 

performance using actual event-based video coaching.

Video On-Demand

Having the ability to monitor drivers in real-ime assists in 
reducing driver distracion and unsafe driving pracices. 
Live data also improves customer service through the 
provision of real-ime driver locaions, and is able to 
provide leet managers with further insights into delays or 
driver welfare in the immediate atermath of a collision.

Live Video Streaming

Our Advanced Driver Asistance Systems monitor high-
risk behaviours such as mobile phone usage, insuicient 

concentraion on the road, and driver micro-sleeping, 
ensuring the safest environment for your drivers and 

your business.

ADAS*

* Not all funcionality available at launch
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